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1. Which of the following statements about advanced AD access mode for the FSSO collector agent are
true?
(Choose two.)
Response:
A. FortiGate can act as an LDAP client to configure the group filters.
B. It is only supported if DC agents are deployed.
C. It supports monitoring of nested groups.
D. It uses the Windows convention for naming; that is, Domain\Username.
Answer: AB
2.Which of the following IPsec parameters is a phase 2 configuration setting?
Response:
A. Peer ID
B. eXtended Authentication (XAuth)
C. Quick mode selectors
D. Authentication method
Answer: C
3. Which of the following actions are available under the System Information widget for system
configuration?
(Choose two.)
Response:
A. Backup
B. Upload
C. Checkpoint
D. Configuration Recovery
E. Restore
Answer: AB
4. Which of the following are differences between IPsec main mode and IPsec aggressive mode?
(Choose two.)
Response:
A. Aggressive mode supports XAuth, while main mode does not.
B. Six packets are usually exchanged during main mode, while only three packets are exchanged during
aggressive mode.
C. The first packet of aggressive mode contains the peer ID, while the first packet of main mode does not.
D. Main mode cannot be used for dialup VPNs, while aggressive mode can.
Answer: BC
5. Which ways can FortiGate deliver one-time passwords (OTPs) to two-factor authentication users in
your network?
(Choose three.)
Response:
A. Hardware FortiToken
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B. Web portal
C. SMS
D. USB FortiToken
E. FortiToken Mobile
Answer: ACE
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